
Our growing company is looking for a research staff member. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for research staff member

Conduct research in electric grid modeling and simulation which creates and
implements new state-of- the-art algorithms
Design, implement, and analyze techniques in electric grid modeling and
simulation
Develop and apply theoretical models to outstanding problems in quantum
emulation based on quantum coherent manipulation of superconducting
circuits
Advance the current state of the art in physically accurate simulation of open
quantum systems in a HPC environment
Research and develop methods for constructing highly accurate coarse
(upscaled) finite element discretization schemes based on specialized
algebraic multigrid techniques utilizing high-performance computing
Develop software utilizing high-performance computing to evaluate novel
techniques in the above area
Develop prototype software utilizing high-performance computing to
evaluate novel uncertainty quantification (UQ)
Pursue independent (but complementary) research interests and being able
to interact with team members internally and externally
Publish research results in external peer-reviewed scientific journals and
participate in conferences and workshops
Present formal and informal overview of research progress at group meetings
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Two years of experience with x-ray scattering measurements
Recent PhD in computational biology, computational anatomy and/or
physiology, or related technical engineering discipline (e.g., biomedical,
mechanical) field
Deep knowledge of clinical cardiology, including contemporary procedures,
cellular processes, basic anatomy, and the ECG
Experience in applying computational tools to address real-world clinical
problems in close interaction with a team of medical professionals and other
scientists
Experience with deep-neural networks, including graph convolution neural
networks, to organize labeled un-labeled data for training
Proficient in programming languages, , C++, Java, orPython, in a UNIX
environment


